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Applied Anthropology 

DR. A, AIYAPPAN 

The science of anthropology is really a child of the evolution theory. 
The year 1859 which saw Darwin's "Origin of Species" published, is the 
datum line for an independent science of anthropology. Till the ~eginning 
of the present century, it pursued its way unnoticed by authority, a play 
ground for the amateur, a recondite, informal and somewhat despised study 
making little claim upon public attention or public funds. The situation 
has changed very much in recent years. In the United States of America. 
alone, there are about 2000 Juli-time or part-time anthropologists. No 
university worth the name in Europe id without a department devoted to 
the subject. In out own country, Sir Asutosh Mukherjee when in charge 
of the Calcutta University provided it with the beginning of excellent 
facilities for the teaching of and research in anthropology. In addition . 
to the provision for . academic work in the subject, several administrations 
-in Africa and Australia~no~ emfll~y Governttiexit anthropologists to assist 
them in handling qne1tions affecting the welfare and Development of back 
ward tribes and communities. It is more or less obligatory for members 
of the higher grades of African colonial service to obtain a grounding in 
anthropolo-gy in order that they may be able to understand their charges 
and their culture better than by their unaided common sense. Apart from 
administrators, I understand that the Sydney University Department of· 

. Anthropology during the decade 1941-50 trained about 70 missionaries in o the ele_meots of anthropology; because the missionary is as much interested 
'¥ in the welfare of his -flock' as the administrator. Sir Theodore Tasker, who 

was formerly in charge of the I. C. S. Probationers' Training Camp used o to be very particular that the highest class of civil servants in this sub 
[ continent should ·have some - familiarity with anthropology. The reason 

for this is very clear. India with its multiplicity of castes, creeds, eommu 8 nities and languages is not a simple, administrative unit. Place a Madrasi 
®� civilian in charge of a district in Assam. and you need have no doubt that 
o a little anthropology will make him a better administrator. In spite of 
o 
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the recent inroadj on caste, caste still creates sub-nationalities within the 
larger groups, arid a member of one caste unless he is of the extremely 
curious type, knows very little of other castes even in his own neighbour 
hood. It is not claimed that a knowledge of anthropology will make a 
bad administrator a good one, hut it will make a good one better. 

This change over from a pure .academie discipline to one of great 
use to ,the administrators, missionaries and social workers happened owing 
to a number of causes. Better academic work was the first among them. 
The greatest among those who made anthropology a practical social science 
wasthe late Prof. Bronlslaw Malinowski, a Pole who followed the foot 
steps of Joseph Conrad and made England his adopted home •. I have 
had the proud privilege of studying under Prof. Malinowski, as one of 
the dozens of students who flocked to his seminars in the London School 
of Economics from all parts of the world, literally from China to Peru, 
It was only in the 'electric' atmosphere of Prof. Malinowski's seminars 
that I understood for the first time how a born teacher can inspire his 

_students. Malinowski refined the field methods of anthropology and . 
insisted on what he called functional analysis to discover how each culture 
is a.complexly inter-related super-organic "'hole. While Malinowski was 
elaborating.his methods and theories, great changes had taken place at 
fo~st in some quarters .in the attitude of imperial powers towards colonial 
peoples. Till about 1920, no· European thoughtfor a moment that assis 
tance, not exploitation should be the aim of the white man in control of 

. native peoples, that they should be ruled in th~ir own interests, not his. 
World, War No. 1 brought about a change for the better in European 
colonial ethics. In the nineteenth century, European administrators 
seldom made-an effort to understand the native, for the European had 
~ot yet realised that there were other things worth considering in this 
world besides the technological achievements .with which he ha.d effected 
the conquest of ncn-Europeans. The besthe thought he should do for the 
native was to turn him into a pseudo- European; Even so great a marr as 
Sir George Grey undermined the basis of Maori culture, which resulted 
m _ the Maori wars. The mistake which Grey made in New Zealand was 
repeated in other parts of the world with equally dire consequences. 
After the firsr. wor\d war, when, thanks to the spread of anthropological 
knowledge, there was a better appreciation of the significance. and value 
to the natives of their own culture, and the wiser among colonial 
administrators seemed to have made up their mind not to uproot and 
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destroy local institutions unless they first understood . what exactly 
,.they were:destroying. From this, to .tho system of Indirect Rule which 
Lord Lugard introduced in Western Africa was an easy transition, · The 
basis of Indirect Rule is simply this: (a) 'l;)ie instdtuticns of a, people 
are closely related to their ethos ; unless an institution or cultural trait is 
positively bad or against well established, universal canons of morality 
and ethics, it is best not violently to interfere with the institutions.of 
colonial peoples. (b) Allow the peole to manage their affairs through_ their 

.. own , natural leaders. It is . seldom that a foreigner administering a. 
«colouial territory is in a position fully to understand the value systems of 
the-focal inhabitants. It is best that day to day Government is carried 
on by people who understand tbem. The African experiment in, .applied 
anthropology is there but it is too soon to say whether it· has been a 
success or not. At· the present juncture, anthropology is in a similar 
position to medicine, in that the methods of diagnosis of the social ills / gp 
-mneb -more advanced than their treatment, but the adminissrator.has 
begun to feel that anthropologists can be usefully consulted when social 
-strains of the primitives prove baflling to him. An anthropologist of the 
Beparbment of Anthropology in the Calcutta University-was some years 

: -a;go commissioned by the State_ Government to report upon the laws of 
inheritance among the Garos. In Hyderabad, an anthropologist was 

. asked to prepare the blue print for the rehabilitation of the- Ohenchus, 
the Kenda Reddis and other tribes, and I understand that in 

: the case of most of the tribes, the ameliorative .measures 
- suggested by him have been found to work extremely .well, 

· At lea:st one Indian State (Hyderabad) used to employ administrators-with 
anthropological training· as , welfare officers in charge .. -of primitive.and 
backward oommunitdes,: and -now after Independence, larger numbers of 
-aathrepologlste man welfare schemes, 

After World War I a large number of predominantly tribal area.11 
came under themandates .. Now a number of such areas have come under 
the supervision of. the Trusteeship Council of the UNO. As Prof, 
Julian Huxley then secretary,G.eneral, UNESCO,. said, the science of 
anthropology will have a v.ery Important say in the practical problems 

, in the administration of territories .nnder the supervision of the United. 
. Nations. 

I have so far been dealing with some of ·the applications -of social 
anthropology to practical administrative matters. There is also the 
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second branch of anthropology, namely physical anthropology the 
practical aspects of which I shall now briefly refer to. Physical 
anthropology concerns itself with the stndy of the nature and hererlity of 
the whole range of Variations in the bodily types of £fie various human , 
groups. The foundations of the study were laid about a hundred years 
ago by Blumenbach. _ With the help of detailed measurements of the 
various parts of the body, the physical anthropologist t.ries to find the 
nor_m and the range of variation! for the characters he is investigating, 
Let me give an illustration or two. During the World War II, the 
Russian army is said to have been the best shod army in the world. The 
reason as given by the editor of the American Journal of Physical 
Anthropology is this ; Russian anthropologists were asked to conduct a 
foot survey of all the Soviet States, Thousands of feet were measured 
and the frequencies of the several sizes estimated statistically, and shoe 
factories thus knew definitely what numbers of each size would normally 
be required. I have .seen some small men in the Indian army going 
about dragging instead of walking in their big boots o q little applied 
anthropology and biometry could have saved a lot of such foot trouble. 
Let me cite another example to show how the anthropologist's estimate 
of the normal physical type is essential in industry, In air craft, 
especially bombers, it is necessary that the pilots and the crew should 
have adequate room but not an excess of it as that will be wastage. 
If your crew are normally men, 5 ft. 5 in. in stature, to make 
your fighter or bomber for a six foot class will be wastage.' For recruit 
ment to the various services in the army, various physical standards 
are prescribed. The object in this is to eliminate at th very outset men 
who are below normal. It is again for the physical anthropologist assis, _ 
ied by the physical anthropologist and statistician to sn-y whether the 
army estimate of normality is correct Gr not. In vocational selection, the 

/!' •body types' such as the asthenic, pyknic and athletic will be useful aid to 
the selecting agency. In health surveys, certain types are believed to be 
particularly susceptible to infections of one kind or other. For example 
there is a current belief that the Negro, as the result of an inherited 
predisposition, is specially liable to tuberculosis, but recent investigations 
have given the lie to this popular belief. Various methods are user! in 
health surveys to estimate the nutritional status of groups and individuals. 
I need not tell you how important it is to have some means, simple yet 
not misleading, to judge whether / boy or girl is below or above the 
normal nutritional standard. For this it is absolutely necessary that we 

-:..- ·-- 
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~)fil}OU,ld know what·ts,the>norm1al ±ph-ysical·standardfol',,tlie'.grblip: sueh as 
>wi .the weight and height· for each t age . croup. "Glinical · 88>6y ·physiological ·~ 

tests, apart fr0rn _ their c.ompleiity,:,, are no.t, practicaole propositions 'wben 
we have large 'popul~!iions to· deal wlth," Hereis' il.''subject,fo wlifoh the 
physical anthropologist can • / h .veiJ"',useful work. "" 

~;,,-. ' ,..,, '·/]; ·~ "\~ )i"~-~ ~ 

' ~ .)t i S,}1;~t,ibJ1 ;;sti11~s9,mew?at1, th;oretical is aboµ.t the_ rel~t}ve 'roles 
of nurture and nature. We' now iknow. very definitely that~• the . eontr] ,·.· ,;.'?: .".:'. ' .--· . - • ~, "t. ' 

• bution of heredity, i. e., nature, is greater than that of the environment. 
>· j LL as 11·:re~ult of intense· study , the .eugenist -and .. the~ educationist · could T 

' be.t,oid ~hat p~rticqlar .defects in . 4 man pr~womal\:are h,e:v~!!.iiitJ\ and 
• wh~t others are due to nurture, planning: fcil ~a. better breid: ·di ",Dlen 
and for better education will be far .easier than it is today. Buttto dis 
entangle the consequences of nature and nurture in·a,character is not·at"all 
an easy task. But tbe-problemhas been> ~ttaeked I1freeeut years by .the 
~tudy. spread over y~rs, of twins •.. , Jn. the .Kaiser ,Willielm · Institut-e · of 
Anthropology in Berlin, lh~d t4e~:i,riv1_]E)ge iOf · observing -how thorqu,glily 
Prof. Eqg~~ .Fi~che~.:,had,organised reaearch work-on twins. : In , all,parts 

"'"'of:,GeF,ipany,,he had hls-helpers and Arrangements were made to jcover\ithe 
lif~o1 of twins from the time of the~r birth, and files and, photographs for ' 

. each pair ·were stored in the record-iroom; '" Similar work careied-ont" in 
all parts of the world .will give medical men and educationists'':,a - .wofld• v[ 
data, the significance of which you can easily understand. The studf: of 
)wins has already indicatedthat criminality to s,<;>me -extent -is inherited. 
,4;f~i~nd-~f mine:investigating the bodily charaeter of ci:imina~s In jails of 

' Cal,cutta. has; suggested ~hat cer{ain peculjar.pattex:ns ; occurs,,w1th, greater 
frequency,,on;t,h"i,· p,alms of,crip;,.in'!!-Is. ,Qdme is a:social d,isease. -.bred,.in~bad : - .·~- ,~-~-'.i,"il~·,J;,. '·'"' - __ 4:l,_,' ',,. ,, ' . ' 

: .,e:Qvirop.ment;. 9ut it seems to· have also _a genetical basis.asid if the latter is 
~"'- ::;,;1:,· ~ ~ - • ~ ,,;.. -~ -~ - - .. .- 

' d:Elfi~ifo~Y- proved, radical remedies will .be required for. the eradication !)l 
crime; 

'[j> \ \ r~- .~ . ~ . 
I hope I,have said enough to indicate to :rsou that anthropology can 

usefully accumulate the data on the basis of whichJt will.be . possible .in 
. some measure to control the future of mankind. It can to some e,xteti.'t h;lp 
.industry, public health, medicine and also a better undE)rstanding of Man 
himself. The Jast; I think is most important '.• in a ~orld split up into 
groups based on colour, race and' ideological prejudices. 

·.• .. •, ··- ~ ,,. y,., 
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Most of the- earlier. adventures of anthropologists into the , applied 
. fields .were in the United States, and they were connected with Agrfoul 
.ture, soil conservation and industrial relations. Participant observation 

g� / O the chief method-used. In .the British colonies, the anthropologist 
played the role of the specialist to study ad hoc problems, and offer advice 
to the administrator. But, as it very often happened that the anthropo 
logist could not help being a friend of the underdog (though on very 

-,'obje:cti_ve grounds) the -colonial administrators found it very inconvenient 
, :to,,accepb the advice of the anthropologist. 

-Anthropologists were not themselvas satisfied with the manner in 
•,which ,they · were engagea to give advice or evaluate the results d) [ 
.innovatlons introduced by Gevernments or other agencies. Very often 
. their.work .was,,almost l;ike post-mortems of patient of whose condition 
. before and after admission to the hospital there was little information. 
ActnaLexperiments in the social field are costly and difficult to organise • 
But . .in U. S. A., it becomes possible to organise the so-called 

· •1Action .. programmes" in which the group 'experimented' upon is 
, studied ,before, during and after 11, particular innovation. The large-scale 
:Research-cum-Action programmes in rural sanitation undertaken in 
:Madus, Delhi, etc., by the state Governments with the help of the Ford 

· Foundation wre .,the . beat. of their kind tried· in India. At its core the 
RCA·programme is like a pilot -projeon- in ·rural -innovation with the 
difference that our pilot projects are hurled at the rural population who 

-.,are,seidom prepared for . them, and their reactions are subjected to a 
, sort 1of post-mortem to which I referred earlier. Neurath's study of 
-eeemmunicabion problems in Western India, under the auspices of the 
UNESCO, .is .anobhor good example of an action programme. Ogburn 
has::ir.eeently given the-outline for- action programmes in family planning. 

, It oean not be, said now »we do· not have· the •'know-how" of action 
programmes, but it is for the governments to utiJize the knowledge, which 
ia certainly better than spending enormous amounts of money on pro 
grammes of innovations without first trying them out. 



Noteion ... the Residence in Wife's House Among,the, 
Riang of Tripura 

k c qk qNqNa q H4 ?c 3_€w33 

The Biang, a scheduled tribe of :Tripura., are pateilineal, in: desceat« 
and patrilocal in residence. 

They have a. custom-Chamarikami or Chamaroi toeunai (Chamaroi 
son.in-law; toeunai-to stay) which makes it obligatory for a .man to stay 
and work in the house of his wife for three years Immediately after his 
marriage. The marriage.ceremony takes place in.the house of the bride. 
and since then he continues to stay there. The father of the bride settles 
the marriage on the word of the father of the bridegroom agreeing to part 
with his son for three years. This is an old custom and not similar in· any 
way to the co'nventional usage known hitherto as 'marriage by service.' 

This custom ma_}' be evaluated Irom three aspects : 

(lf Socio-economic-The son-in-law works like the regular member 
of his wife's house for three years •.. He tries not- to, incur the 
displeasure of any one speci'.3-llY the mother-in-law who super 
vises his work. At times he is subject to reproach, On the 
first day of his stay behas to make one comb (betra) for+his 

. wife. He works under duress for the first year in . the new 
familial environment. 

,2) MJithological aspect-The Riang consider this custom as sacred . 
as it had been laid down by Achn: sibrai, the Supreme- Being. 
He wanted to promulgate this usage in order to safeguard 
the Riang children from the attacks of evil spirits, and 
compelled the primal pair of the Riang, who were brother 
and sister, tolive together for three years under his care to 

' j j 
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perform a series of rituals in connection with ,the welfare of 
the child. 

(3) Ceremonial-Ritual performance is a responsibility of the Riang 
male and no father teaches bis son anything about it in his 
house, One learns it through the rituals performed by him f~r 
his own children under the guidance of father-in-law in the 
house of his wife, where one is thus initiated in ritual 

· procedures. 

This is a compulsory custom which none can esca_pe throuch 
, payment. This is compulsory even for widow or divorcee re-ma.rriages. 

Consideration is shown to those whose presence and service are badly 
needed in the parental home and to the widowers and divorced men who 
had already stayed in the houses of their deceased wives. 

_oL case a man runs away after marriage, the matter is seriously 
viewed. The expenditure incurred by • the father of the girl in her 
marriage and the payment due to him for divorcing his daughter are 
demanded from the father of the bride groom. 

Considering the implications involved in it, it is sure that the bride's 
family .gets the· economic benefit, whi~h is a loss to the bridegroom's, ' 
house. But it is no loss as somebody who marries his sister is eompensat 
ing the loss, The Riang do not impute any economic motive t.) i but in 
the historical background of the custom they attribute two motives :- 

JGf initiation in the ritual procedure, 

JQf social adjustment with affinal kin. 

But the situation is now changing otherwise as there is a growing 
dislike to.the rigid control and restriction imposed on the bridegroom. 
Instead of behavioural a.djustroent forces of disjunction affect the indi 
vidual · life bringing about dissolution in marriage. 62·06% _cases of 
divorce investigated are fouod to have occurred during the period of stay 
in the wife's house. Th~ factors other than this are responsible for 
I 1· sI · r cases of divorce only, 
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Problem or integration of the tribals in Indian Society 
B. ? j ROY 'k 4 KHqN 

Cardinal to the problem under consideration are three, questions 
J_f Who are the tribals ? (2) What is the nature of Indian Society f 
(3) What is the meaning and process of tribal intdgration in such a 
society? 

• 

Let us take up the first question first. According to Winiek's 
Dictionary of Anthropology " a tribe is a social group, usually with a . 
definite area, dialect, cultural homogeneity and unifying social 
organization. " There are at present a few hundred communities in the 
list of Scheduled Tribes of India and their total population is over 
·2 crores. If however we ecrubinise the list of Scheduled Tribes, we shall 

I find that there are barely a dozen or so communities which satisfy all 
the above criteria of a tribe. Let ua for instance examine the case of 
some of the Scheduled Tribes in West Bengal. Here numerically the 
most important communities in the list of the Scheduled Tribes are the 
Santai, Orson, Munda, Kora, Bhutia, Lepcha etc, The Santai have a 
distinct language belonging to the Austric family. They seem to be very 
jealous of their language, and ham retained it intact even in those 
areas where they occur in isolated families. Thus they satisfy one of 
the conditions of being tribals, But on the other hand they donot have 
any common territory of their own. They live widely scattered over 
Bihar, Orlssa, Bengal and Assam. Further a good number of them have 
taken to 1Christian:ity and rarely the Christian and non-Ohrfstfae Santai 
are iiapable of co~mon political action. Measured in terms of the 'above 
yard sticks, it is very difficult to justify the tribal level of the Santa.I. 
But nevertheless it is also a fact that in the general consensus of the 
people of Bengal, Santai, more than a~ other community, symboljses the 

• tribal life of this Sta.ta. The Orson and Munda of West Bengal have / . 
·· mostly migrated during the last three generations from Chhotanagpur 

s ,. 
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- and other parts of Central India, either as tea garden labourers in 
Jalpaiguri and Darjeeling districts or as indented labourers to clear up the 
jungle tracts of 'the Sundarbans, In their ancestral home the Mund a 
speak a language akin to Santa.Ii. The ancestral language of the Oraon 
is Kurukh which belongs to tb e Dravidian family. Thus linguistically 
while the Santal and Munda are closely related, the Oraon are entirely 
different. But in the tea garden areas, generally the Oraon and Munda 
are socially grouped together. The Ohrisfian sections amonz them 
frequently intermarry; but such inter-marriage rarely takes place ~;twe,en 
Christian Oraon or Munda on the one hand. and Christian Sautal on the 
other. Further in the Oraon and 1'4u_nda families that have lived in this 
State more than one or two generations, it [ s not uncommon to find that the 
children donot know their ancestral language. They speak Sadri, a corrupt 
form of Hindi, in nhe w alpaiguri and Darjeeling districts, and Bengali in 
Ql 0 Parganas. But inspite 0£ this diversity of language, the Oraon throughout 
the State and ou~side consider themselves to belong to tbe same tribe. 

, Similarly, the Munda also, wherever they may live, consider themselves 
to, constitute the same people. It is apparent that unlike the Santa], 
language is not a primary theme of the community life of either the Oraon 
or the Munda of West Bengal. ?vg/ is another name occuring in the 
list of the Scheduled tribes of West Bengal. It is however doubtful 
whether there ever. existed a unified tribe named Kora. Different groups 
~f Kora have existed in different parts of the State for long. Some of 
them,h&d Munda as their mother tongue, some'had Kurukh, and there were 
some who spoke Bengali from before. Traditional occupation of these 
different groups was earth digging from which they derived the epithet 
"Kora" everywhere. AE however tihey are now regarded as the same 
people, convergent development of a common pattern of life is not unlikely 
for them. Here we find a common tribe emerging out through the acci 
dent of common occupation even though the people constituting it, are · 
different on all other points. Another important illustration is the Bhutia .. 
The tribe include, smong others the followirg groups of people of diverse - 
odgin-,,--Amd-0 (froi:µ E. Tibet) ; Sherpa (from E, Nepal); Yolmo {from 
E. Nepal) ; Dukpa (from Bhutan) ; Sokpo (from Mangolia); Denjongpa 
(from Sikim) ;\ Tibetan (from Lhasa area of Tibet). Not only that the,se 
different groups have different origin, but also they differ from each other 
in .. social and economic organisatdon. They also speak different dialects 
which are not easily intelligible to each other. They consider the Tibetan 
spoken in Lhase, area to be the purest form of that language but very 
fr~quently inter-group communication in Darjeeling district is carried on 

o 
i 
J 
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I 
in Nepali rather than ~n Tibetan. The common bond among these differ, 
ent groups is their loyalty to different variants of Tibetan Buddhism. 
But perhaps this alone is not the only bond. The Lepcha arid the Tamang 
of this area also owe their allegiance to different variants of Tibetan 
Budhism, But the Lepcha are considered a separate tribe ; and 'the 
Tamang are considered as a section of the Nepali even though they have 
a distinct dialect of their own which is considerab)y influenced by Tibetan, 
It appears that in addition to religion, orientation of the cultures of the 
different groups of the Bhutia towards a common style of life, which is 
immediately d~rived from 'I'ibec, but whose ultimate source of inspiration 
for ages in China, has served as the nexus of unity for these different 
groups. But even then they· hardly satisfy all the criteria that would 
justify their being called tribal in the classical sense. 

• 

Summing up the above il lus+rahions it is toun.l that· while different 
groups of people have rallied roun.l selected themes of culture to constitute 
separate tribes, none ot.chem is wholly tribal iu te~rms of objective:criteria. 
'I'nis state of affaira is not peculiar to West Bengal only. But the position 
is more or less the _same all over_ India. 

As a result-some social scientists have gone to the extent ofdeelar 
ing that tribe is a fiction in present day world. They however ignore the 
fact that objective set up of the present is only one dimension of the life I 

of a community ; its history, or rather tb.at history which exists in the 
' consensus 01 the poeple, is an equally important dimension. Seen in 
historical depth, mostof the tribes are considered tribes today because 
they Iive a tribal life in the recent past ; and though the outward set up 
has changed, vestiges of the mental make+up- specially in the field of inter 
relation between the tribals and non-tribals continue even now. This 
however should not mean that in the field of inter-relation between the 
tribals and the non-trfbals.a rigid J?atter~ of the past has been fossilised. 
Ju,t the reverse is tho truth. It appears that frequently the tribals have 
a sort of ambivalent attitude towards their neighbours. In India more 
than. 90 per cent of the tribals claim themselves to be Hindus, but at the 
same time a conscious tendency can be- discerned among them, not to loose 
the distinctive traits of their culture. There is a swing· towards identi 
fication with the neighbours in the social plane and simultaneously there 

· is a relapse to tribal past in cultue.il and emotional _plane. 
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The root of this pendulum movement cannot be properly appreciated 
without understanding the nature of the surrounding social set up. We 
should therefore turn to~the second point as indicated at the beginning of 
this paper. 

Traditionall;y the dominant theme of the social organisation. in India 
is caste formation. Even the Muslims and the Indian Christians are 
not free from its influence, Under the system, different occupations, and 
even, at times occupational techniques are traditionally associated with 
different castes. These castes are arranged in a hierarchy of sbatus which 
however does not follow a uniform pattern throughout the country. 
Multiple factors operate in the field ;-one is the relative importance of 
the occupation concerned in the economic organisation of the area; 
another important factor is the historical circumstances in which an 
ungraded people comes to be gr"aded in the caste hierarchy. It should be 
remembered in this connection that there was a constant struggle between 
the Brahmin and the Kshatriya for domination. Other castes also had ¢ 
to join the fray either to upgrade themselves or to maintain the position 
already attained. The ungraded tribal mass living in more outlying 
areas very frequently became the pawn in this power game. There are 
many instances of Kshatr iya kings forming matrimonial alliances with 
tribal chiefs to serve their political purposes. There are, also instances of 
wholesale acceptaneeof tribal communities as being Kshatriya by Brahman 
Scholars to foster their political and pecuniary interests. Again it is well 
known how in the past the aboriginals were reduced to the position of 
slaves, once they were subdued by the superiority of the Aryans. But this 
is only one side of the story. Side by side another process of social 
assimilation continued. It is not infrequently that the _tribals 
voluntarily came under the fold of Hinduism by accepting low status 
in the caste hierarchy. The considerations that motivated the tribals 
to merge in the Hindu Society even by accepting such low 
status in the caste hierarchy have not been fully explained 
by the social scientists. So far as I know Prof. N. K. Bose is the only 
social scientist in India, who has made some attempt to study 'this 
problem. He · is of the opinion that caste organisation by. assigning 
specific occupations to specific castes limited the scope of competition, 
According to him the economic security thus ensured by caste organisation 
was the main' attraction for the tribals to enter the caste fold. The fact 
that even after joining the caste set up the tribals were allowed to retain 
their own culture, helped to reduce the posibility of resistence. Prof. 

. 
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Bose seems to have ignored the fact that the larger nuu.ber of the tr ibals, 
that claim themselves to be Hindus, are Agriculturists by occupation and 
not artisans and craftsmen. While occupational immobility under 
casteism, might have contributed to some extent to save the artisans 
and craftsmen from competition, it had pr ictically no such contribution 
in the field of agriculture. In fact many, of the artisans and craftsmen 
use to practise agriculture as a part-time occupation even in the past, 
Just as at present, agriculture was the -mother of all occupations)n the 
past. Almost any body could fall back upon it as an occupation when 
there was no other occupation. As such, economic security, hardly seems 
to have been the prime consideration, for the tribals to enter t\ e fold 
of Hinduism. Even now, when under more _intensive contact the tribals 
feel inclined to denote themselves as Hindus, they are hardly, if ever, 
found to derive any additional economic benefit out of that. I am rather 
inclined to think that more than one consideration determined the course 
of events in the past. It is quite understandable that in the earlier 
stage of Aryan conquest, when driven to the bay, the aboriginals would 
perforce accept the status of slaves to avoid extermination. When their 
position was not so precarious, they might from time to time be induced 
by considerations of military and political security to bargain their 
status in the caste heirarchy. Then there is the need of intellectual 

• security. The· more _the tribals came in contact with their advanced 
neighbours, the more they became conscious of the inadequacy of their 
magico-religious world viewtoexplain all the facts of life. They sought 
satisfaction in the world view of Hiduism, The process 
continues even now · though with much less vigour as the 
onslaught of, mordern science and technology has much 
corroded the philo=ophical base of atleast that aspect of Hinduism which 
is mounted on caste. But to that question we shall turn later on ; in the 
meantime we should analyse the considerations that motivated the leaders 
of Hinduism to accept the] tribals in the caste hierarchy even by allowing 
considerable account of cultural freedom. There is a widespread impres 
sion of Hindu tolerance in this regard. Even without refusing it, I feel 
that an alternative explanation is possible. As~I have remarked earlier" 
caste organisation was never a rigid structure. There was a constant 
move on the parf of the degraded ones to upgrade themselves, Even tbe 
philosophy of Karmaphal could not entirely clamp all revolts. In such a 
situation existence of a large ungraded tribal mass operated as a sort of 
reserve pool. Whenever vaocum was created in the oaete hierarchy by 
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successful revolt of a caste, the Hindu Society could draw in from the 
reserve pool of the tribals and create a new caste to fill lip the vaccum, 
There is therefore n@ reason to think that sheer opportunism did not have 
any .role to play in the social dynamics of assimilation of the tribals in the 
Hiudu Society. 

But the whole context has changed now, Under impact of industrl, 
alieation occupational frame-work of caste is rapidly breaking down. 
Concepts of freedom, equality and juatice have also salted the conscious 
ness of the common man. Divine sanction to justify the old pattern of 
domina.tion and subordination as manifestod through the hierarchy of 
castes can no longer be invoked. As such when the tribals declare their 
loyalty to the socio-religious complex of Hinduism, they do it in an al 
together different sense than what they meant previously. It no longe t· 
means readiness to accept low position vis-a-vis the other Hindus as an 
inscrutable 1ecree. It only means readiness to consooiate with others in 
the ideological set up. The process of this consociation even in the 
ideologi'cal set up also appear to be quite different now-a~days. 
Previously when the tribals adopted some Hindu god or godpess in their 
panthe,on, very frequently they did it by relegating their old deities to 
a subordinate position, or by expurging them altogether. But now on 
the other hand Hindu deities are more frequently accepted by way of .• 
syncretism i. e., by klentifying them with some . of the pre-existing 
deities. 

:The. exaot. function of syncretism in terms of social dynamics is yet 
to be known. But I have reason to believe that its- cohesive capacity is 
very limited. In this connection it may be noted' that though a few 
centuries ago, the Tibetans adopted by syncretism, a large number of 
Indian .cultural heroes in their religious system, myths and folklores, they 
have remained as far away as ;my other people from Indian Society and 
cultur_e, · · 

In the light of the above it is apparent that traditional method of 
assimilation of the tribals in the Hindu Society under fealby of religion has 
lost much of its vigour, if not all its potency. Whatever little tendency 
remains in this direction, is more due to the inertia of collective habit. 

We should therefore develop an alternative approach., I shall not 
arrogate to myself the task of prescribing it, but I shall try to indicate 
some of the basic considerations that will have to be kept in mind. 

-~-- 
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I. Integration will have to be at different levels, 

Most of the tribal societies live in that st-ate of cultural backward 
ness in which India or Indian Society as such, is not a meaningful con- 

' figuration. For them the process of integration must take place at the 
local level. They must be helped to share the amenities of the local life 
along with others. Further the factors that may foster inhibition between 
them and other must be eliminated. This will require re-education, not 
only of the tribals, but also of the non-tribals. Intensification of commu 
nity participation in the local plane only will not however be adequate to 
meet the present situation. Many .of the tribal societies have developed 
social elites of their own. They have got their aspirations and ambitions 
which can be satisfied at the nati~nal level only. 'l'he constitution of the 
Republic of India has provided for certain safeguards and other special 
amenities for the tribal s. The provisions of the constitution have been 
implemented for about seven years. In the ligh<; of the experience gained, 
the position may be reviewed. 

2. Maturity of a social s;tuation should never be ignored. 

As indicatrd at the beginning of this paper the tribals of India do 
not constitute a hnmogenous unit. Different tribee differ fro~ each other 
in their p, ttern of culture, history and emotional complexes. There 
cannot therefore be any blank approach to the tribal problem. In other 

· words social situation of each tribe should be considered as a unique one 
and should be dealt with acc..ordingly. In this connection it may be 
noted that one of the directive principles of the constitution of India is 
th11.t the State should strive to administer a uniform civil code throughout 
the country. Such uniformity can however be democratic in character_ 
only wl!en organised in terms of universal values of human civilization 
and not in terms of majority attitude of any country. But it_ requires 
some / ¥ v£6§ of cultural· development before the universality.can exist 
in the consensus of the people'. Till such development, the people at the 
low level of culture should be allowed to retain their distinctiveness. 
Directive principle of the constitution should therefore be implemented 
through a long span rrogramme. 

3. The conflict of culturalism versus nationalism shou' d be resolved 
by harnessing both to humanism. 

The.task of integration is rendered difficult "by conflict between 
culturalism and nationalism from two directions. There are many tribes 
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who have cultural ties even beyond th.e boundaries of India, Naturally 
they toss between two loyalties. Again inside the country there are 
sometribee which are spread over more than one State. Thus foi: 
instaace the Santal are found in Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and 
Assam. The tribe is in a dil:m_ma as to whether its rapidly growing 
literature in every State should continue to be written in 
Roman script, in which a few books have already been written 
by the Christian missionaries, or whether such literature in different 

, States should be written in the script prevailing in the State concerned. 
Further it has also to consider whether it should not r_ather give priority 
to the question of intergration at All India Level and adopt Nagri script 
everywhere. Incidentally it may be mentioned that many Santal are 
aware that ·the latter course wonld be helpful for maintaining separate 
identity of the tribe, as in that case, the Santal living in different States 
would be able to read the same Santal literature written in Nagri script. 
The consideration of cultural distinctiveness has again inspired some 
Santal to prepare a' new script of their own. It however bas not become 
popular yet.' It is apparent that whatever course be taken in the long 
run, is bound to create certain complications. As such no solution of 
the problem will be a right solution if attempted with a parochial frame 
of mind either by tbe tr ibals or the non-tribals. It will be possible to · 
make a balanced approch to the question only when it is remembered that . , . 

no culture can sustain its vitality for long if it does not contain the elan 
of the universality of man. Not only in the particular case described 
above, bub in every situation of conflict, the first attempt should not be to 
discover any magic formula that will evaporate the problem straight 
away, rather there should be sustained effort to educate both the tribals 
and non-tribals about the psychological and ethical hazards inherent in 
every situation. Once the proper cli rm,te for approach to a problem on 
objective basis is created, the process for its solution will · perhaps be set 
moving by the dcmocrabic initiative of the people them.selves. 

? 
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The Birhor and their World View 

DHARNIDHAR PRASAD SINHA 

In the present paper an effort hse been made to examine the World 
View of the Birhor on three broad aspects :- 

(i) the Birhor themselves, 

(ii) the Birhor and their Supernatural World, and, 

(iii) the Birhor and their Natural World. 

The materials for this paper have been drawn from the larger regort 
' written by the author on the basis of field investigation which be carried 

among the Birho~ in 1957 in two of their settlemen+s. One of them was 
the colony of the wandering Birhor founded recently for their 
rehabilitation by the Government at w ahengutua situated in Bishunpur 
Police Station, at a distance of 84 miles from Ranchi town. The other 
was their original leaf-hut setplement at Banari situated at a distance of 
five miles away from the former. Tlie data incorporated in this paper are 
based mainly on observation, intenview and the case histori~s v[ the 
selected· Birhor of these settlements. They have been supplemented with 
their folk tales and anecdotes. It should however, be noted that in course. 
of the field work only male members of different age grades: were Inter-. 
viewed. The paper therefore has a limited scope. 

. ' 

THE SETTIN.3 OF BIRHOR LIFE: 

The Birhor settlements lie on the plateau of 0,hotanagpur,, especially 
in the area which is covered with dense forest. The average elevation is. 
some 2000 to 3000 feet and inorder to reach them one has-to go. off the 
track through bushes and shrubs and small cliffs. The settlement which 
is ca;lled--in--the--native dialect, Tanda, invariably is si,tuated close to a · 
stream or river. Wandering people,' as most ofthem are; hardly think of 
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digging well which is the general source of water supply for the most of 
tl e neighbouring tribes of the area. Their huts which are made of leans 
are purely temporary, and it does not take a day even to erect one such 
hilt single handed. The huts are of conical shape, hardly 5 to 6 feet high, 
with an arched narrow entrance. One has to creep in to get inside. It is 
not possible to stand inside a hut except at the centre. A Tanda has 
nearly 10 to 20 Kumbas (leaf huts). It comprises of a small migratory 
group ; per haps just sufficient to live about a year or so on the resources 
of the forest co.tnittg in a radius of 3 to 4 miles. 

The Birhor numbered 2542 individuals in the State of Bihar during 
the l'ast Census taken in 1941, (1) At the time of Census they were 
distributed in Hazaribagh, Ranchi, Singbhum and Palamau Districts of 
Chotanagpur Division. The population of the Birhor in 1891 was 1234: 
only. But since then the Birhor have wandered in the above mentioned 
Districts as also in the contiguous District of Manbhum. 

The Birhor have long since been called as expert rope makers and 
monkey hunters. During recent decades they have acquired another 
occupation of making wooden tubs. They make ropes from the bark of 
trees, hunt wild monkeys to eat their flesh and sell their hide and manu 
facture K.athauts made of wood. These goods have a great demand among 
the neighbouring tribes and the Birhor find a constant market. There 
are 'some slack seasons, especially rainy season when the production and 
sale of their manufactured goods decline and as a result they pass on a 
very difficult time. Their means of subsistence are too low to allow a saving 
which may keep them for even a abort period of time. 

Very recently, since 1955, the Government cf Bihar bas attempted 
to rehabilitate a section of the migratory Birbor, A colony of 16 families .,___ 
was founded and lands were procured for them-5 acres per family for 
cultivation, but uptill the time of writing this paper not all lands were 
reclaimed. Some families had, however, started kitchen gardens for· 
growing vegetables. This scheme was to supplement their traditional 
economy. 

The huts in the Tanda are scattered. The· hut of Ora Bonga, the 
clan god, is situated a little away from the huts of the Birhor. Even 
at the newly built colony where the houses aremud-built, the house of 
Ora Bon~a is a leaf hut Kumba. There are more than one clan inhabiting 

(1) Census Report of Bihar 1951. 
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a Tanda and hence several huts for the clan gods. But all the settlers 
are invariably related either by consanguine or afflnal relationship. 

Every Birhor 'I'anda has a Mukhiya (head man), Mati (priest and/or 
witch doctor) and a Kotwar (watch man) who are officials of the settle 
ment. Since S. C. Roy wrote on the Birhor in 1925 it seems the 
traditional name of the headman (pradhan), priests (naya), convenor of 
meetings (digwar), witch doctor (sonkha)-have undergone change J_f� Some 
of the roles have be en fused, such as that of the Mati, Naya and Son~ha; 
and some posts as that of Kotwar and Digwar have gone out of use. The 
services of the Mati in a Tanda are required on al] rituals and religious 
ceremonies. His supernatural rowers make .him especially qualified to 
deal with the cases 0f illness which are presumed to be inflicted by evil 
eyes or spirits. The Mukhiya being always an experienced elder helps in 
solving the problems of the settlers. It is his respoosibility to offer 
sacrifices to Ora Bonga for the security and peace of the "I'anda, and in 
case some calamity occurs "he is accused for not propitiating the god to 
ward off the evil. . 

o 
o 
o 
o 
I 

l 

THE BIRHOR THEMSELVES ; 
In course of the field work we came across one instance that the 

people got stirred and confused, It was like this: Charwa (52) who was 
until recently, a settler at the newly built colony had engaged his son to 
work in a sand-Ioadiug operation at Banari, 5 miles away, where the 
Birhor lived in their traditional leaf huts. In connivance wit~ Charwa's 
son, a young boy of Banari kidnapped Budhu's wife from Jehangutua. 
Later, one evening Dungul's son fell and became unconscious. Everyone 
ran to the boy ; Manjira, Budhram and other Matis of the settlement 
began to use their charms, but of no avail. In this confusion, everyone's 
atsention was drawn towards Charwa, whose son 'had helped another boy 
in the recent scandal, All began to whisper, and soon every one cried, 
"fhis unfortunate incident was because of him", Charwa also learnt 
about it after he returned from the forest. He was quiet, and quietly he 
slipped away from the settlement in. the dead of night along with his 

. belongings. The frillowing morning people discovered him away, and 
,. found the boy getting round. 

In the Birbor world an individual is nothing. The consciousness of 
self, which the anthropologists find so dominating in complex societies, is 

(2) S. C. Roy, 19:25, The Birhor, Man It India. Ranchi. 
>j 
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simply lacking among the Blrbor. This is obvious in the life-histories, folk 
lore and in the anecdotes of the Birhor. From thepreceding instance, it is 
clear that the role of an individual is insignificant among them. Neither 
the father of the ailing child, nor the man who was suspected to have 
inflicted the evil, could find ways for themselves. While the former 
sought help from the settlers who willingly came to his rescue, the latter 
silently fled away_ from the colony. One thing, very evident from the 
occaaions witnessed was that a Birhor had very little of interest in initiat 
ing a problem however helpful he may think it to be for his own self. 
A Birhor does not fear ; but he always takes things lightly. In the 
preceding case c was only when the settlers gathered round the ailing boy 
and began to whisper about the suspected evil eyes of Charwa, thatJ.he' 
mabter created confusion. Otherwise it might have gone nn-noticed. 
There is an allied incident to attest it. 

The wife of Budhu a young Birhor of 24, of the same colony escaped 
from her husband's house. Budhu was extremely sorry for his wife, 
and more for the bride-price he had paid for her ; which he said was 
extreme'y diffloult to recover. He was helpless. He could not even 
assert himself to his people to fight for him and to get back his wife. 
Neither the settlers showed any anxiety, as it was evidenced on the former 
occasion. But this did not seem to reduce in any way the corporate and 
homogeneous life of the Birhor. 

I , 

The Birhor have little worry about their impulses. Though they donot 
have vigorous sex life, as in some other tribes of the country, they donot 
have the problem of sex. So far it does not affect the incestuous relation. 
ship, sex license is given. But the Birhor restrain themselves from such 
acts, because of their belie] that over indulgence is harmful. They give 
here, an impression of a strong self-confidence, and ego-identity, which too 
again is evidenced from the life histories. In contrast to the sex, the · 
Birhor have much anxieties about women; to be more precise about their 
wives. Without wife a Birhor is scarcely a person. She is an asset, in 
many ways. She gives a status to her husband and lends help in all 
his spheres, right from economic to ritual. The link between husband 
and wife is very close at some important rituals. A Birhor does not 
dream of a divorce and in fact it is extremely rare. It is a pride for a 
Birhor to have two wives and those who happen to get their elder 
brother's widow are considerd fortunate. - A Birhor does not have strong >• 
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sense of awe or wondering fear of the unseen spirit world has led them to 
devise methods by which they expect to enter into friendly relations w th 
the more important spiritual powers. I'he Birhor have personified these 
powers as bongas or bhuts and deos-spirits and deities, and assigned to each 
of the more important ones a symbol, a habitation and a name, and a 
suitable periodical sacrifice by which to conciliate them · and enter into 
communion with them. In case such as those of omens and dreams, in 
which the spirit involved is not known, the Birhor seek to protect them 
selves-with the help and advice of the Matis-(witch doctor), who are sup 
posed to bA always in communion with gods and spirits. 

To the Birhor the gap between U¢ ind Man is very narrow. When 
a Birhor goes to forest he is said to carry God along with him. He stays 
day and night in the dense forest alone, cutting woods, skinning trees and 
making wooden tubs. In a local proverb forest is believed to be the 
home of 'the Birhor, 

Whenever the Birhor shift their Tanda from one place to another they 
first send two or three people, mostly Matis-(witch doctors), to conduct 
a pilot survey, choose a place and see if the gods or spirits will not be 
'disturbed by their camp there. Only when the conditions are favourable, 
Birhors shift their Tanda to that place carrying with them the Bongas · 
residing in the Tandas. It is taken for granted that their Bongas will • 
lead them to a safe abode. There is an interesting incident to note in this 
connection. When the Birhors of a Tanda stationed at Manjira were a!!ked 
to settle down permanently at the above mentioned colony, they first showed 
reluctance, later with much persuasion they agreed. But when they agreed 
the neighbouring villagers dissuaded them, saying that the selected place 
for settlement was inhabited by malevolent spirits. They became afraid, 
But in order to be sure they planned for a test to find out whether or 
not the place in ' question iss good one. They sent three people, one day 
prior to the scheduled date of their movement, along with monkey net!', 
bows and arrows, and few chickens. They sacrificed the chickens and 
leftthe things overnight unguarded. Next morning they visitecLthat 
place and found things unmoved. Thus they1were convinced that the 
place was undisurbed by the malevolent spirits and a good one for their 
habitation. In the evening the whole Tanda moved t-0 the place selected 
for their sattlement. 
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Sinha-The Birhor and their World View 

The Supreme God of the Birhor is known as Singbong.1., 
who does not take active interest in human affairs, but does 
not ordinarily cause harm to people. Singbonga is invoked when the 
Birhor go 011t on hunting and is offered always a white fowl. Burhi Mai, the 
Mother Goddess, stands next. She is supposed to be much interested in 
man and brings good luck, children and health, if properly propitiated. 

The god whroh ensures success in hunting expe?ition is called O'handi 
and be must be propitiated with sacrifices to ensure success in hunt. 
Bandar Bir, (baboon god), and Hanuman Bir (monkey god) are other 
spirits which bring success in catching monkeys. 

Besides these three supernatural beings, a Birhor, propitiates bis 
clan spirits and Tanda spirits, called Manit'l, Bhuts, which look after his 
welfare and the welfare of his clan and the Tanda people. There are 
many tutelary deities and spirits of the Birhor, but mention must be 
made of the ancestor spirits. According to the Birhor, death, unless 
caused by violence, results from the misdeeds of evil spirits, A Birhor 
after observing a ceremony includes all dead ancestors in the rank of 
ancestorspirits. But persons dying un-natnrn] death make a separate 
cadre of spirit, called the Ha.promn. If, however, these Ha proms are 
not regularly given food and drink, they prevent success in hunting or 
invite outside spirits to cause sickness in the family. 

A Birhor is always pervaded with super-natural influences. He 
closely observes the gods and spirits and does not want to work against 
them. He desires to live together undisturbed, without disturbing the 
gods or spirits and without being disturbed by them. In a sense the 
Birhor regard the gods and spirits as their equals who possess or have 
acquired 8'. certain sanctity or rather 'sacredness' and superior power, 
but are inclined to be friendly if kept in good humour and supplied with 
food and shelter in due time . 

• 

THE BIRHOR AND THE NATURAL WORLD: 

. The Birhor live in forest. They depend on forest produce for their 
living, It is the nature, which they 'regard alil the care-ta.ker of their life 
and living. A Birhor goes to forest to collect raw-materials for ropes, wild 
roots and fruits to eat and to hunt monkeys for meat and skin. They use 
skin for making drums which add gaiety to their devices, The migratory 
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Birhor do not cultivate land. It is a taboo ; for they think that to' 
cultivate land is to trouble the Dharati Mai-the Earth goddess. The 
Birhors believe that, when they take out the bark of the trees to make 
ropes, they do not hurt the trees; rather they help them in their growth. 
What the Birhor precisely mean is that shey do not exploit nature. 

The Birhor have in many ways close association with th hills. 
Besiles it being the main source of their economy,-every clan of the 
Birhor has a hill a,<, it" ancest,ral home. In course of their wanderings 
they happen to come across their ancest:r;al home, after several__years ; but ,·r 
they do dot straight climb the hill. Either .they change iheir route, or 
worship the ancestral home-zod, before climbing the hill. The Birhor 
have totemic ch.ns. Most of the clans derive their name from .animals 

and' plants. 
There are Bir hors who have taken to settled life called Jaghi Birhors, 

and who practise cultivation. Agriculture has certainly brought a 
change in their economic life, but it does not seem to have affected their 
relationship with Nature. They feel that they are not exploiting nature, 
rather they feel that they are taking help of earth in order to lead a 
bet,ter life. But this does not exclude them 'from offering prayers and 
sacrifices to the Earth goldess. Offerings have to be made -to keep Earth 
god_dess pleased who.in exchange of offerings keeps the land always 

fertile. 
As bas already been said the migratory, (Uthlu) Birhors are 

still in the collectir g stage of economic life, the continual rain and the 
thundering sound of the clouds an I lightning present a difficult problem 
to them. The Blrhor always fear rain, lightning and storm which wash 
off their small leaf-huts and the few belongings that they have and even 
st'm their food quest. The Birhor have, however, tried to devise magical 
ways to conciliate with these natural forces. Whenver there is a fear of'. 
rain, the youngest member of the family puts some wild flower int6' ari 
earthen pot, fills it with water and covers the mouth with a o eaf which 
is tied up with a string· round the neck of · the pot. The pot is finally 
hurried . in the ground. It is believed that this is sure to stop rain. 
Similarly at the sound of thunder or at tc..e 'light of fl.ashes of lightning a 
Birhor woman, throws a pestle, a Birhor man throws an axe into the open 
space in front- of his hut to prevent the thundering sound of cloud, q 
similar process is followed by them t'.l stop the storms. 



• I conclusion may ~e drawn as follows : 

The Birhor _ti~e' 3n isolat~d people, Thef,, know that, ·.theii;:t 
bills." . Tl:iey. frequently': oonie across th;ir 

u>€j''>L.� j j.€j¢>� � >jW0¢• i> & >> � ¢� 'a_•-._ • , •;',_,:\ "'·':· ~,-_, 

, aD.dttb,e'i.Hindu pea$ant!! in market ,pl11,ces. ;Ba:t .aa' :,< ;-,,' - . .-';;,;. ,~_,,,=· . ~;; ,- ' -·-- .- , - ' - • ?':' :~ - (• .... ·:>• 
eji;t'ensive nature tl?,'ey do no~ have a;ny close aJlfancE1 .with·. • 
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Social Sciences and planned action of the Development 
\ 

programmes in under-developed areas 

NITYANANDA P ATNAIK 

SOCIAL SCIENCES : 
Functional Anthropology, Sociology, Human Geography, Fundamental 

Education and Economics are considered as social sciences. These ' . 

sciences are no longer co~cerned only with academic 
studies. Now-a-days their informations scientifically collected offer 
practical suggestions for the betterment of the under-developed people _ 
whom the.y study. Therefore social sciences have stepped into the picture 
in any scheme of social reconstruction either in tribal areas or in urban 
or rural areas. But science does not promise all miracles. Those, who 
believe in th_e all powerful nature of science, are wrong. Science is a 
method, a discipline which enables to compare, to experiment, and to 
verify repeatedly, It thus makes them to ask themselves, ••Is it valid g'j 
And all the stock of knowledge which we thus build up through long years 
of labour in the field and in the laboratory is of potential usefulness 
in the betterment of human life. 

HUMAN ASPECT IN PLANNING : 
The experience of the first five year plan has shown quite clearly 

that the economic life of the nation can be changed and life _at the base 
can be rebuilt. How can this objective be achieved 1 Inorder to do this 
a thorough knowledge about the, people who are involved in change is 
needed. Changes can be brought about by power and authority but that 
leads to the concentration of 1power an ultimately to totalitarianism. 
Changes can be brought about in a different way, through a stimulation 
and encouragement of initiative and leadership at the base, That alone 
seeme to be the way of democracy. ,. 

- 
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Patnaik-Social Sciences and planed action 

A REAL KNOWLEDGE _ABOUT :Pl!.lOPLE IS REQUIRED: 

When one goes to the tribal areas, he finds, as it appears to 
• him, that the tribals are poor, diseased and nasty, exploited and 
illiterate. Seeing them living in such a condition emotions in him are 
naturally _aroused, ••Naturally it also strikes him, "Everybody sees 
them leaving in _this condition why not they do something to solve 
their problems 1" Actually nobody would be able to do anything 
about it unless it were very clear what it really is. It is the 
business of the cienttsts to determine objectively and unemotionally 
what the facts of the matter are. And the knowledge thus gained 
by scientific observation / nd collection is of potential usefulness to 
administrators and social reformers who are engaged in tribal and 
rural welfare. Though schemes of the development of river valley projects, 
electrification, eradication of untouchability, controlling Podu cultivation 
and establishment of colonization are being implemented hi tribal and 
rur~l areas, it is quite evident that the general at.titude of the people has 
remained passive and there is much inertia at the base level of rural 
life. Comparedto the' big and useful plans of development prepared by 
experts by putting in them their sincere wisdom and time and 
the abundant use jv[ money and exercise of authority and administration 
'to build up the countryside the change that seems to have in existence. 
towards the betterment of the rural areas particularly tribal areas is 
negligible. Why that is so 1 One of the important factors which promote 
human improvement is the human aspect. This aspect seems .to have 
been over looked in the planning and execution of development progammes. 
The second important factor which comes in the way of economic reforms 
and does not allow progress is caste traditions and rural resistances and 

· difficulties which are being bypassed and not confronted or solved while· 
introducing innovations and implementing plans. Therefor for bettr 
result enough attention is to be given to put human aspect in planning 
and to study caste traditions and rural resistances, Tbe information 
gathered on these topics can be used for scientific generalizations and 
thus indirectly to the solution of the social problems of the community. 
concerned. 
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ACTION AND RESEARCH SHOULD GO HAND IN HANDi 

To achieve the · objective of the rural development programmes 
( including tribal welfare schemes ) a full advantage of experience is 
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taken as the programme develops. Many -improved practices 
are being introduced in tribal and rural areas for their develop 
ment. Some of them are adopted and some are abandoned by the 
people. It is also seen that while introducting some improved ideas 
in the backward areas some methods seem more effective with particular 
groups than others. To take the fullest advantage of experience of work 
ing in backward areas the resistances raised against accepting some new 
ideas and quick adaptations of certain other improved practices recom 
mended for the villages, shou1d be kept under continuous analysis, 
Each and every field worker and the administrators executing the 
different welfare programmes shou1d take care to evaluate their own 
works critical1y and thoroughly. Systematic analysis of their work is 
the best wa.y tomake their future efforts more effective. A little time 
spent today in thinking over yesterday's mistakes and successes usually 
will carry one farther than a great deal more time spent tomorrow plunging 
thought1essly ahead on a set course. Tho experts of Tribal Research 
Bureau which is opened as an integral part of the Department of Tribal 
and Rural Welfare can help field workers in keeping records of welfare 
activities for evaluation and can also help the authorities to draft suitable 
plan, of welfare for different communities inhabiting different localities 
on the basis of their scientific knowledge about people of different cultural 
zones. · There should be more of "get• together" meeting among the 
District Welfare Officers and other Officers who are working directly on 
the field and enough freedom should be given to them to express their 
feelings and experiences of working in the fields. In these meetings the 
specialists of Tribal Research Bureau should 15e invited to participate and 
to give suggestions wherever necessary. 

, I 

A WORD OF CAUTION i 

Some time back our Prime Minister has expressed his concern that 
it is not material achievement in rural areas through welfare sohemes-c 
much additional food grown, so many new houses built, so many new ' 
$chools and dispensaries opened, so many colonies established, so many 
miles of road constructed and so on and so forth-that is important. But 
what is more important of all types of Rural Development programmes 
is how to give the initiative to the people in those things, how to 
bestow them that sense of partnership, that sense of purpose, that 
eagerness to do things so that the welfare programmes not only bring 
about material advancement but also build the people as builders not only 

- 
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of-their villages but·tn'a.·larger sca.fo·of:Itldia .. ' ·How can the ~con.scioui!n:aa· 
ofo the people. be aroused" so.that 'thiy can try ori their own i~itiativ~--~~ 
solve their own problems 1 T_his ·cari be brought aboµt by:··•~ Comni~~iti. 

.. education". When €=p co~munity has reacnea' ;,the place ihfough its 
own meetings through its selectiori'· : of . j prol>l~ms aria, . its . 'stiidi 
to seek out the ·' services of . · professional 1'. •··· ·t~chnic\ari..s ,,. "in; 
un~erstanding . ~· more . fully· j how to go ~bbut .. 'solvi~g. the 

~ problems; -1.tns> evidJnt' tha.t. tfie p~ciple are srccere and take 't~~i~ 
initiative~ . The trouble thrpugho'ut't@:\votid· is ( Egy;t,''. India, Pur~uo 
Bi.do, ]?aki'stan or British Guiana ) that the t~'chnfofans .have ta.ken .or ~r~ 

. , . , ,l''.r .;,; . · , '.- ,,--·.•: · €'i0 .:s., 

taking the role of community education and 1. t"l;iey, really are .. s,elaom 
prepared for this. Further more, even when th~y "'have so~;-~£ JL00 
preparations and diapositions for it, · the forc~s work againlt them. · ¢! =¢C 
either through their own nature or from: pressure from others are compelled 
,o present the :i;tew for·tLe things they know a}?out or they havl at t'h~ir 
disposal to implement a_ccording. to Goverhment Inst'ructi~ns hefor~ 31st' 
March-chicken raising,'grain gola-buldiog or a ·colony estabHshitig for 
~x.ainples-and these. beeoine t•;zir"ore'·r 1nipofta'.tit .than I people. · Arid 'it is 

"' ju~!ified.because peopl~ are liu~gt!;; and ; they'' h~;e ! . to ; hare . more" bees;: 
mo~e rice, -more chickens eto.;> etc, etc: - 'Since this is true, why sh~iild 

. the technicians ,be too greatly troubled with the social process [ Therefore 
a complain is heard from the analysts or Anthropologists who are 
employed in Tr.iba.l Welfare Department and in Community Develqpment 
Projects that it is a difficult problem to get the co-operatio1,1 of· the 
different technicians and a.dmi9istrators in their research and evaluation. 
Now it is clear why such a co-operation is lacking. The areas of: concern 
of fellows like applied enthropologlsjs, sociologists eto., are not those of the 
t~hnicians who are the get-tip-and~do'..:-it-boys. _ The lack of co-operation 
may,,.also,h~- dueto that there is doubt in the mind of some oft he authorities €· >j'>''>>00> >· · j • > > ! . 

Jb.o,.the rleeddoi:.p;iaking research and analysis a part of their work, lack 0j] 0['>ijfj0ifwLfw) ['i\ 'i8>€¢)[• 'L&8'>0[u€Ymi[j0G0¢_00�[i0 \ • � i0> � >' j > 

<~f-t~~ii~nj11;'<>P-PPj~~l¼t PYJi on their :part· to go slow by treading tbe ground, 
ca;utious,ly':and c fin'a.Hit!aipk; of fai~~.fl,B to the benefits that they would 
derive from such c~Uabofa~ion, Tpfa ts a serious matter as the scientists' 

•.c -'• , _,::•L, · . ,f1 _, ~ - . . . C>·, • ,;<,;;_;~ 

will not be able to developan adequate programme of analysis while this} 
· •· attitude of scepticism persists. i'And this [ scepticism and the ~ttitudciCM 

: • • .t- :, _ ! _ _l , - · f � &\j( [w 
non-eo-operatlon cannot he changed- unless the social. scientists prove that 
t1~i; 1;1cientific knowledge is the ~m()st useful for solving some of the prl),c~ti 
tic~lproblemswhichmostly concern the administrators and. the field workers, 

· Sd~epf the resistances that come from the 'field workers are derived fro~• 1·. .. / 
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the threat that all of us find in any kind of evaluation expe~iences. Nv� t 
body really likes his work to be evaluated by another fellow. That is why 
in planning any research- project and communicating its results the social 
eeientista and analysts should take great pains not to state facts and c~n- " 
clusions in such a way that they appear to be making moral judgments 
and giving field .people directives for action. Also while collecting data 
in the field and contacting various people they should not leave any 
impression in them that they are officials collecting informations which are 
to be used for considering promotion of some workers and dismissal of 
some other workers, If any such doubt arises in the mind.of any field 
staff then the authenticity ofthe information is invalidated, In order to 
make the data, which the scientists collect from the field, potentially use 
ful the scientists themselves should be self-disciplined and try to convince 
the field workers clearly that their function is to help them to evaluate 
their work and make valid decisions by themselves. If this can be achie~ed 
by the social scientists working as part and parcel of eithe~ governmental 
or non-governmental development projects then they can be called upon to 
discover the local economic, cultural and social set-up as well as the existing 
prejudices as to steer clear as far as possible of the rocks which lay in the 
bed of th~ stream of rural reconstruction projects, 
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Vocational Education in the Ashram Schoois 

BISWANA'XH SHAW 

The Ashram Schools established and managed by the Tribal and 
Rural Welfare Department in Orissa may be termed as Residential Multi 
purpose Middle Schools. The syllabus, prescribed by the State Education 
Department for the middle .sehool and a. vocational course prescribed by 
the Tribal and Rural Welfare Department are introduced in the Ashram 
Schools. Kar.h pupil of the Ashram School is required to take up 
Agriculture and Spinning as compulsory subjects and one of the crafts 
presented as additional subject in addition to the subjects prescribed under 
the middle school syllabus for the Common Examination at the end of 
class VII. Weaving, Tailoring, Carpentry and Smithy are the main 
cr'afts introduced in the Ashram Schools as Additional Crafts. An Adibasi 
child, thus prepares himself for the examination of life which he is to face 
in the society, while he prepares himself for the Common Middle School 
Examination - uader the Education Department. _ The object of such 
type of education is to make the Adibasi children selfsufficienb at the end 
of their Ashram School career. In case an Adibasi child does not go for 
higher education or does not prefer a job in a Government office or private 
fir~. he can be able to earn his livelihood as an independent worker in the 
society with the help of the craft he learns in the Ashram School. The 
Tribal and Rural Welfare Department of Orissa has no doubt taken a lead 
in reforming the system of education in the state, from which the Edu 
cation Department has much to learn. The system of education in the 
Ashram Schools should be properly studied and considered by the Edu 
cation Department while going to introduce new reforms in the traditional 
system of education in the state. 

Although vocational education is considered as the most important 
aspect of Ashram Education, it has not yet been made systematic and 
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scientific, The aim of the writer is to give some suggestion! · for the 
improvement of vocational education in our Ashram Schools through this 

· article. 

A SYLLABUS NECESSARY: 

In the absence of standard and graded syllabuses on different crafts 
introduced in the Ashram Schools, it is not possible to have a required 
!ltanpard of vocational education in all Ashram Schools in the state. Jn the 
absence of a'syllabus the standard and the progress on vocational subjects 
mainly depend on the individual merit and choice of bhe Craft Instructor" 
concerned. We cannot also expect the Craft Instructors to frame standardt 
and graded syllabuses on their subjects. It is a difficult task and onl3 
persons capable for the same should be entrusted with the task' of framing 
syllabuses on crafts for the Ashram Schools. The age of the pupils, 
duration of the course, time available for crafts and pressure of curricular 
study should be taken into consideration while framing the syallabuses. 
The syallabua should include both theory aud practice in proportion. 

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF: 
Qualified staff is quite essential for the successful training in crafts 

and for the implementation of a standard and graded syallabus. The Craft 
Instructors of the Ashram Schools should have both theoretical knowledge 
and practical experience in their respective crafts with a minimum educa 
tional qualification. The Craft Instructors like other Assistant Teachers 
are required to reside in the Ashram campus and to remain in charge of a 
group of children as Ashram-guardian. It i~, therefore, essential that they 
should know how to behave with the Adibasi children and bow to guide them 
in their day to day activities in the Ashram School, There is ~uch difference 
between the duties and responsibilities of a Craft Instructor in an Ashram 
School and a Craft Instructor in an Industrial School. In an Industrial 
School the Instructors' main concern is crafts but in an Ashram School 
the main concern is not the crafts but the child. Refresher Courses in 
instructorship for the Craft Instructors of the Ashram Schools are quite 
essential, which can be arrariged in the Training Schools under the Tribal 
and Rural Welfare Department. 

EXAMINATION : 
Examination bas remained to be a controversial topic only as , far 

as its method is concerned; but its necessity for the assessment of pro .. 
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grass of the child in variou(fields can never be denied. Examinations _ : o 
not only help the teachers to judge the merit and progress of the children; 
but they also helpthe children to judge ,t?eir own merit and progress to a 
great extent. There should be both periodical and final examinations on 
crafts in Ashram Schools, which may include practical work and theoreti- 
cal test. 80%of the total marks-on crafts may be allotted on practical and, 
the rest 20% on theory. Half of the marks allotted for practical may be 
assessed by the Craft Instructor concerned from the day to day activities 
of the child atld the rest at the end of the yeai from the work set· and 
done by the pupils in a particular period. 

INSPECTION : 

The Ashram Schools are generally ir.spected by the officers of the 
Tribal and Rural Welfare Department and the Inspecting Officers of the 
Education Department. The former ones are interested in the administra-, 
tive affairs and the latter ones are particular only about the progress of 
the curricular study and the most important aspect of the Ashram 
Education remains uninspected for ever. Some of these officers might be 
interested in crafts; but due to lack of technical knowledge they are not 
expected to do anything substantial as far as the inspection of the 
vocational education of the Ashram School is concerned. Education should 
be considered as technical as poultry farming and research work under the 
Tribal and Rural Welfare Department and like the Poultry Officer and 
Research Officer, the appointment of an Education officer is essential to 
look into the organisation of the .Ashram and Sevashram Schools under 
the Department even though the Education Department has been entrus• 
ted with the responsibility of inspection of these institutions. A Craft 

, Inspector may be appointed to inspect the craft sections of fhe Ashram 
, Schools and tooffer instruction to the Craft Instructors. 

� 

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE: 

L� 
i The Ashram Education generally begins from class IV, when the 

newly admitted pupils are asked to select a particular craft for him and in 
most:cases instead of the pupil himself, the teachers make a selection. 
Either of the two is unscientific and unpsychological. •. The selection of 
crafts for different pupils should not be guided by the whim or choice of • 
the pupils or teachers. It should be based on scientific principles. There 
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shouil be ,ample facility; and provision for vocatio~a.l guidMtceJ, i4B� j ~~.!'-. 
A$lu.'.amSchools.:Itrwill 1,1ot- be beneficial to allot a. particular craf~::to -a. 
par.ticula1:;:.ch:ild-,in which be finds no interest and fo.r which: be ·1~-;~,:.i_, 
physieally!.and mentally fit. ,The H0ad.Me.ster and :A8sistant Te~ch~;~_f;{~~: ~ 
Asbra'm: Schools;should have, sollile w,or~g idea . on ·· .. Vo<1atio~l guid!!oJlC8 '' � � � d 
ahd,the·suaje:ct,should also. be included in the !.:reachers• ;. <Tr.aµim,g School, 
Ourri({ulnm.as, it- ds not 'possible to, appoint specialists o:i:1,,:vocationaL 
gu:idti.nm, for the Ashram,: Schools, Vocational and educational guidance. 
s~r#ic&'is: one oHh&. mOS11 imporotant aspect o·f American schools and even 
smaller schools do not lack in the same. 
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Bhanja Purans ol Mayurbhanj 

SATYA NARAYAN MISRA 

While traversing along the fringes of the Sadar and I>anchapir 
subdivision of Mayurbhanj district, you will ofcourse come across with 
the Puran people-a black people with rather high foreheads and 
prominent eyes. You may also see them around Rairangpur in Baman 
ghati, Baripada and Tatoo area of Panchapir subdivision. In outward 
appearance yoJ1· will find them in no way different from the Santa} or Ho 
who are their close neighbours. 

There -are two classes of Puzans in this district-,.the ocBhanja Pu rans" 
and the "Tamadia Purans", Until very recently both these classes were 
considered to be v[ the same origin as they bear the common name of 
Puran, but a close study of their social customs will lead any one to tbinlt 
that, they are divergent in their ethnological origin. Inter-dining, intei: 
marital ties and other social links between these two communitfos are 
prohibited, 

Until the ye.ar 1931, the Census 11,utbpri,ties did not enumerate 
Bhanja. Pur~ and T11,madia Bur!l!qs separately but computed them with 
B)lanjas-another exogamous group, In 1931 Census the popnlation of 
Bha.njaJ,>urans and Tamadia Purans was 19,605 and 3,136 person; respect. 
i~~1;:1 The subsequent Census figures of 1941 and.' 195L are silent on 
this point. 

The Bhsnja Purans are divided into a dozen septs according to the 
titles they carry with their names. Each of these septs is exogamous. 
The following are different titles borne by the Bhanja Purans :- 

1. Dhal 2. See 3. Bhanja" 
Tung 
Deo 
Bhoi 

4. 1'iperi8!_ 5. Dhungia 6. 
7. Raj 8. Thyal 9. 

10. Patbandhs 11. Dhvi 12. 
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~ To all intents and purposes, they were believed to be very nesrly 
allied to the Bhanjas, as like the Bhanjas and Bathuris they wear the 
sacred thread and consider themselves to be of Khatriya origin. The 
'I'amadi» Purans claim that they are h'at a scion of the Bhanja Purans, 
but because they had migrated to Tamar of Ranchi district for some, time 
(like the Tamaria Bhumijas) and returned eventually, they have been 
considered to be deserters or renegades, and therefore have been socially 
down~graded. 

The present estimate of their social status is that they are now com· 
pletely Hinduised. I£ ever they were a Scheduled Tribe or Scheduled 
Cas~e, they are no more considered so by the higher caste Hindus, They 
enjoy the services of the Brahmin, Barber and Washerman. They neither 
take fowl nor any alcoholic drinks. Marriage amongst them was both 
adult and infant but of late adult marriages have rather been the rule than 
the exception. Bride price amounts to Rs. 10/- and over_ and four pieces 
of cloth. , , 

The marriage ceremony is usually held in the bride's house. Both 
males and females use to join in the marriage party, but recently there 
}_las been a_tendency to discontinue the practice of allowing females to join 
the marriage procession. Divorce and widow marriage are allowed freely. 
The mourning period for adults lasts for 10 days. · They practise both 
the methods of cremating and burying their dean. They have no' dance 
of their own and they donot take parb in any other tribal dance, Some 
of the members of the caste have been initiated into Vaishnavism. The 
primary occupation of the Bhanja Purans is now cultivation. The Tamadia 
Puranas make flattened rice. They speak the Oriya language with a 
few oolloquialism mixed up. 

:c t Some time back the Bhanje, Puranas demanded-to be- inctude4 ~.in 
the list of Scheduled Tribes and their demand was accepted. u :~'.i . ¢¢ 
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